DINER
Led Candle System for professional use

DINER

Fast, easy and flexible
Diner is a new LED Candle concept with a smart design perfect for building atmosphere in public spaces such as restaurants, cafés, hotels, spas, or offices. Forget about
dripping wax and expensive tea candles that take forever to light. Diner is quickly
charged using a micro USB charger with five ports. The light is easily lit with the press
of a button. A starter kit contains five lights and a charger, which is easily expanded to
the number of lights you need.

SIMPLE AND FAST!
- Charge up to five candles with one charger and light each with
the press of a button.

COST EFFECTIVE
- Replace dripping wax candles and expensive tea candles with
Diner, which you can use over and over.

FLEXIBLE
- Begin with a starter kit and expand to the number of candles
you need.

SAFE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
- Coziness without any fire hazard that is also
environmentally friendly

IN- AND OUTDOORS
- Diner is approved for outdoor use

With a magnetic bottom, the LED Candles easily attach to any metallic surface. They
can also be hanged upside-down as the built-in gravity sensor makes it so that the flame
always burns in the right direction. Its size makes Diner the perfect fit for a small table or
bar and the light can be set to flicker, fade, or provide a steady light. Diner is approved
for outdoor use. The possibilities are endless!

Create your own Diner solution
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EAN 7391482045010
L 12 M 6.5cm N 13cm
A 1x96 LED 2W D 1 18650LiIonRechargeable (Incl) 10h E F

EAN 7391482045034
L 3 M 6.5cm N 13cm
A 5x96 LED 2W D 5 18650LiIonRechargeable (Incl) 10h E F

startrading.com

2447-EN-C0

EAN 7391482045041 L 2 M 300cm N 13cm A 5x96 LED 0.2W
K D 5 18650Li-IonRechargeable (Incl) 10h F

